COMPACTOID FILTERS AND USCO MAPS
B. CASCALES AND L. ONCINA

A BSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to report in a short and self-contained way on the
properties of compactoid and countably compactoid filters. We apply them to some questions in both topology and analysis such as the generation an extension of usco maps, the
study of some properties of -analytic spaces and the study of bounds for the weight of
compact sets in spaces obtained through inductive operations.

1. I NTRODUCTION
All our topologies, hence all our topological spaces, are assumed to be Hausdorff. We
use the concept of filter, filter base, ultrafilter, net and subnet as introduced in [10, pp.
76-77] and [19, p. 65]. A filter in a topological space is said to be compactoid if every
finer ultrafilter converges — see definition 1 below and [24, 8] for historical references.
Compactoid filters generalize both convergent filters and compact sets. Compactoid filters
have been widely applied in optimization, generalized differentiation, existence of upper
semi-continuous compact-valued maps, etc. —see, for instance, [24, 8, 9, 21, 5] and the
references therein. Sometimes compactoid filters have been taken to the general setting of
pre-topologies and pseudo-topologies, [8]. Some other times, in some literature, results
about filters in topological spaces, and their applications, have been presented without
being aware that they were actually known results about compactoid filters.
We start in section 2 by gathering equivalent notions to the one of compactoid filter, theorem 2.1. The procedure to produce compactoid filters is standard as recalled in example 1
where we highlight a construction that appears in integration of functions with values in
Banach spaces. A countably based filter which is compactoid for a given topology is still
compactoid for any topology agreeing with the given one on compact sets, proposition 2.3.
This last fact is not true for non countably based compactoid filters, example 2. A widely
applicable characterization through sequences for a countable based filter to be compactoid
is given in theorem 2.5.
The rest of the paper, organized in three more sections, is a batch of applications. Theorem 3.1 provides a simultaneous generation and extension result for usco maps, also involving minimality, that gathers and extends previous results in [5, 9] and [21]; a natural
application is corollary 3.2 that relates minimal usco maps and continuous selectors; the
natural application then is the characterization of spaces in Stegall class given in corollary 3.3, which is folklore but hard to find in written literature. This completes section
3.
Section 4 deals with -analytic spaces. We bring together in corollary 4.2 the tools to
point out several different things: (a) A -analytic space is analytic if there is a metric
on the space metrizing all the compact sets, corollary 4.3 —we should mention that the
question whether a -analytic space with metrizable compacta has to be analytic is known
to be undecidable, see [13]; (b) the Banach space of continuous functions on a compact
space is weakly -analytic provided it is -analytic for the topology of pointwise convergence on a boundary, corollary 4.4; (c) -analycity of a space of continuous functions
with the pointwise convergence topology is characterized via the -analycity of the space
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of continuous functions on the Hewitt real-compactification of the underlying space, corollary 4.5.
Section 5 closes the paper with the study of usco maps defined on the product of directed
sets, corollary 5.1, and its application, corollary 5.3, that offers bounds for the weight of
compact sets in spaces obtained through inductive operations.
Our notation and terminology are standard. We take the books by Engelking, Kelley and
Köthe, [10, 19] and [20], as our references for topology, Banach spaces and topological
vector spaces. Our topological spaces are usually referred to by letters , , , . . . ;
compact spaces are denoted by
Given a topological space we denote by
the space of real continuous functions defined on ;
is the topology in
of
pointwise convergence on . When
is a Banach space,
denotes its closed unit
ball,
is its unit sphere and
its (topological) dual space. For locally convex spaces
the (topological) dual is denoted, as usual, by
. For both Banach and
locally convex spaces the weak topology is denoted by .
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AND COUNTABLY COMPACTOID FILTERS

If & is a filter in the topological space  , its cluster set is the closed (maybe empty) set
'&!)( *,+#-/.10 2 . If '35464 .57 is a net in  and for each 89;: we set
< 4=( *?>@3AB(@C!9D:DC EF8GH
<
then IJ*K 464 .57 is a filter base —we refer to I as the filter base associated to '3L4M64 .57 .
The set of cluster points of '3H464 .57 is by definition N'3H464 .57 ( *O PIQ . A point is
a cluster point of '3H464 .57 if, and only if, it is the limit of some subnet of '3L464 .57 . The

following definition gathers the other terms used throughout this paper.
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Definition 1. Let be a topological space, , filters and a filter base in .
(i)
is said to be compactoid in if every ultrafilter finer than in converges
to some point in ;
(ii)
subconverges to a subset in (denoted
), if given any open subset
of with
there exists
such that
;
(iii) a net
is eventually in (denoted by
) if given any
there exists
such that for every
we have
;
(iv) we say that the filter base is compactoid, the net
is eventually in , etc.
is eventually in , etc.;
when the filter generated by is compactoid,
(v) we say that and meet if
whenever
and
.
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The notion of compactoid filter as in (i) above appeared, amongst others, in [24, 8]. The
notion of filter that subconverges to as in (ii) appeared in [24], [8] —with the terms
semiconverges to – and [9] —with the terms is aimed at . It is easily seen that for the
filter the following properties hold:
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is cluster point of some net

&UTV

'3H464 .57m\ &nG

(1)

'&!pXo

if
is closed and
then
(2)
when is regular. If is compact non-empty, then (2) holds without assuming regularity
on .
For compactoid filters the cluster sets are not empty. Much more is true. We collect first
a number of properties spread out in the literature, [24, 8, 9], and show the equivalence
between them.
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Theorem 2.1. Let be a topological space and a filter base in
ing statements:
(i) there is a non-empty compact subset of such that
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(ii)
is non-empty compact
in ;
  and
(iii) for every open cover    of , there exists a finite subset

such that   
;
;
(iv) for every filter in that meets we have
(v) every net
has a cluster point in ;
(vi) is compactoid in .
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Then, (i) and (ii) are equivalent and imply any of the conditions (iii), (iv), (v), (vi) which
are equivalent between them. If moreover, is assumed to be regular, then all the conditions are equivalent.



Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) appears in [9, Proposition 2.1]. The implication (i) (iii) is clear. Let us prove (iii) (iv) by contradiction: assume that (iii) holds, that

   . Since (iii) holds there
the filter meets and that
. Then
    . Thus

and
such that
are 
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which is a contradiction that finishes the proof for this implication.
We show
that (iv) (iii) again by contradiction. So assume that (iii) does not hold
 now
 be a open cover of such that for any   finite, and for any
and let
,
we have
 
. Call 
 
for each finite subset of  .
Thus 

 finite is a filter base. Let be the filter associated to  . The
take
! #  . The point
filter meets , and thus
 but at the same time "$! #% '&  . Now
must be in some
  , that is the contradiction we
were looking for.
The implication (iv) (v) is obvious: take a net
and let
be
its associated filter base. The condition
implies that meets . Thus (v)
follows from (iv).
We show that (v) (vi). Let ( be a ultrafilter finer than . Clearly ( meets . Consider
the directed set (*)
, where ,+
"- ,+
if, and only if, + *+ and
.
Given + .( and
, pick 0/'132 45 6+
. The net 3/'132 45 7/'132 45 8:93; is eventually
in and therefore has a cluster point in
. But this net is also eventually in the
ultrafilter ( and therefore
( . Consequently ( converges to .
The implication (vi) (iv) is almost trivial too: take a filter that meets and consider
the filter base <
and let ( be an ultrafilter finer than < .
Then ( is finer that both and and consequently (vi) implies
(
. Thus
(iv) holds.
Finally assume that is regular, and let us prove, for instance, (v) (ii). We simply
prove that
is compact —the reader will convince himself that
too. To
that end we will prove that any filter in
has a cluster point in
. Let  be a filter
in
. Let us consider the filter base in

464 .
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= >$p*m?> + XF[@( + open, ?A
X + for some ?9B GH
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The filters >$ and= S meet. Repeating the arguments in (v) (vi) we produce a point
3 that belongs to >$Npd 'S  . Now since  is regular, for each  
9  , we have
,*m+!> +k@( + open C +ED `G , hence
3n9 = >$Np* i > +k@( + 9 = >$ G`* i > ?( ?F9  G *, >$
and the proof is over.
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Let us remark that the equivalence between (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) could be done cyclically but we did prefer to establish (iii) (iv) to clarify arguments that will shorten the
proof of proposition 2.4.
Example 1. The drill to produce compactoid filters is pretty standard. We pay attention
in (iv) and (vi) below to an example that appears in vector integration.
is a convergent net in , then its associated filter base
(i) Convergent nets. If
is compactoid.
(ii) Filters containing a relatively compact set. A filter that contains a relatively compact
set is compactoid.
(iii) Bounded filters in reflexive Banach spaces. Let be a reflexive Banach space and
a filter in that contains a norm bounded set. Then, is compactoid in
: keep in
mind that bounded sets in reflexive Banach spaces are -relatively compact.
(iv) Limit sets of Riemann-Lebesgue integral sums. Suppose is a Banach space and
  
is a complete probability space. For a given bounded function  
(not
necessarily measurable in any sense) we define a Riemann-Lebesgue integral sum as
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where
  is a partition of  by elements of  and

 is a collection
of sampling points, i.e. 
 for    . We endow   / 2  5 with a
net structure by defining a partial order by the rule:     :-   if, and only if, 
is finer than  , meaning that every element of  is contained in some element of  .


/ 2  5 in is called the limit
The set !  of all cluster points of the net
set of the Riemann-Lebesgue integral sums of  , see [17].   , if not empty, plays the
role of a generalized integral for  . It was proved in [17] that   is not empty, for every
bounded function  , when  is the Lebesgue probability in  #" $ %!& and
is either
reflexive or separable. This was extended to weakly compactly generated Banach spaces
in [16].
For reflexive and    atomless, %  is a non-empty -compact convex set
. Indeed, in this case, it has been
that is the cluster set of a compactoid filter in
proved in [6, Lemma 2.1 ] that for each   the set
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is convex, see [17, Lemma 2.2] for the original proof for the Lebesgue measure. HahnBanach’s theorem applies now to obtain the equalities:

* i <    p
/ 2 5
/ 2 5
<
Each
   is bounded. Hence, the filter base <   N / 2 5
N%  and   is its cluster set.
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(v) Filters associated to usco maps. Recall that a multi-valued map (
)*
is
usco if it is compact valued and upper semicontinuous, i.e. for every +
the set
( +
is compact non-empty and for every open set in with ( +
there is an open
neighbourhood + of + in such that ( ,+
. For each +
fix ,.- a neighbourhood
base of + in . Then ( is upper semicontinuous if, and only if, ( ,.- /( + for every
+
.
(vi) The integral of non-integrable bounded functions. For    a complete atomless
probability space and a reflexive Banach space write 021 
to denote the Banach
space of bounded functions from  to endowed with the supremum norm
. Then
1
the multi-valued map sending each  3041 
to its limit set of Riemann-Lebesgue
integral sums  
%  is a usco map with values in
. To see this, we will prove
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that for each  we have  
  , where   01

 . This is proved using theorem 2.1 and showing that
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MW   D MW   D,  0D  MW  :Dm  
is a compactoid filter base in N%  with +  
 MW   'm*   . Again, >MW  N  is compactoid because it contains a bounded set (in fact each 
 MW   is bounded) and  is reflex-

Q9 W and "M "  we have   " "     " "   =
<   X <   h  6B 
(3)
for every   . Thus MW )m
X    6B .
To convince the reader that    is % -usco we establish now that
i MW  X  
(4)
Fix n_ a base of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of the origin in N%  . As we know
that
 * i <    ^* i i <    +` 
/ 2 5
/ 2 5 1 .:
the inclusion (4) will be obtained when proving that for each   and + 9 D_ one
has +
MW  X <    + . Fix   and + 9 n_ and take ?
9  such that
 6BFXm L + . For each l9W the inclusion (3) implies
<    X <    h L +kX <    h  6B
 h L +
<
X   h  5+)
<
Therefore MW pX
   h  5 + and
MW  X MW  ,  5 +?X <    +)
G
which implies +
MW  X <    + and our proof is over.
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Corollary 2.2. Let be a filter in the topological space and let
be a non-empty
compact set. Consider the following statements:
in ;
(i)
(ii) for every sequence  
the set   
is compact and the set of


cluster points
is contained in .
Then, (i) always implies (ii). If has a countable base, then (ii) also implies (i).

&UTV



'3  \ &
>@3 ( 9 G
N'3  

&
<  be the filter base associated
Proof. Assume (i) holds and fix '3  \ & . Let I]*U
to '3  . Since I TV , theorem 2.1 applies to say that
N'3   is non-empty compact and I T N'3  
(5)



Property in (2) says that N'3   X[ . Take >
G .  an open cover of  . Using (5)
and condition (iii) in theorem 2.1
we
can
pick
9

 and a finite subset  _$X, such that
< *?>@3 ?(  E /G`
X   .     . This clearly implies that
>@3 ( 9 G *?>@3 ( 9 G Q N'3  

can be covered by finitely many ’s because N'3   is compact.
Conversely, let S be a countable base for & and suppose that (ii) is satisfied. We can
and do assume that S is written as a decreasing sequence   D[ BD   
Df   of
non-empty sets. Given W XJ open with fX]W we prove that for some  
9  we
have  OXJW . If not, there is 3
9? BW for each K
9  . But '3  \ & while
N'3  `Xk W . Since  W is disjoint with  , this contradicts (ii) and the proof Gis
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Recall that a topological space is said to be a -space when the following property
holds: if a subset  of intersects each compact subset of in a closed set, then  is
closed, see [19, page 230] and [10, Theorem 3.3.18 and page 204]. If
is a topological
space then the family







of subsets of







N

with open intersections with all compact subspaces of

N 

(6)



 
'N 
n*o
N
Proposition 2.3. Let  and  be two topologies on  such that  coincides with  on all
 -compact sets. Let S be a countable filter base and let  be a non-empty  -compact set
of  . If SqTV in N , then SqTV in 1 .

to  by the rules in (6). The topologies
Proof.
Consider the -space topology  associated

 and  have the same compact subsets and   is finer than both  and  . The proposition
will follow if we establish that for the countable filter base S the condition SqTV in N 
is equivalent to SUT  in N  . Since  and  have the same compact sets, and 
is finer than  , the previous equivalence is a straightforward consequence of corollary 2.2.
G




is a topology on with the properties: (i) is coarser
that ; (ii) and
have the same

compact sets; (iii)
is a -space; (iv)
if, and only if,
is a -space.

Let us observe that the statement in proposition 2.3 does not remain true for non countable filter bases. To provide an example we need the following easy observation.





Remark 1. Let
be a set and let and  be two comparable topologies on
following statements are equivalent:
(i)  ;
(ii) and  have the same compactoid filters.
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A
A


which is a contradiction
with the inclusion + A 
.  < A XO "+ that follows from theG

Proof. We only have to take care of (ii) (i) what is proved by contradiction. We prove
that if is strictly coarser than  then (ii) does not hold. Let
be a net converging to
in
that does not converge for  . Take +
an open  -neighbourhood of such
that the set

 +
(7)



is cofinal in
. Then the filter base
associated to the net
clearly subconverges to
in
but it is not compactoid in  . Indeed, if were
compactoid for  then


N

3

definition of

in (7).



Example 2. There is a set and two comparable topologies
compact sets but with different families of compactoid filters.

N



and  on it with the same

Proof. Take
any topological space that is not -space (for instance the product of
 of the real line, see [19, Problem J.(b) page 240]). Take
uncountable
many copies

 
the -space topology associated
to . Then has the same compact subsets than

. Being strictly coarser than
the remark 1 applies to tell us that some compactoid
G
filter in
is not compactoid in  .
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We have learnt two different things so far: (a) general compactoid filters and countably
based compactoid filters can behave quite differently —proposition 2.3 and example 2;
(b) sequences are enough to describe subconvergence to a compact set of countably based
filters —corollary 2.2. We take our discussion about compactoid filters a step further: we
pay attention now to properties determined by sequences.
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Proposition 2.4. Let be a topological space and a filter base in . The following
statements are equivalent:
    of , there exists a finite subset  of
(i) for every countable open cover
     ;
 and
such that
(ii) for every countably based filter in that meets , we have
.
Each of the above equivalent conditions implies:
has a cluster point in .
(iii) every sequence  
If moreover, is countable then (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
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Proof. For the equivalence (i) (ii) just repeat the proof (iii) (iv) in theorem 2.1 replacing
for its countable base and an arbitrary open cover by a countable one.
To have a proof for (ii) (iii) it is enough to mimic (iv) (v) in theorem 2.1. Assume
now that is countable and let us prove that (iii) (ii). Take a filter with a countable
base
that meets . We do assume that and
are respectively written as decreasing
 D
 D
sequences  D  D
and  D
of non-empty sets.
 D

 for each 
Pick 
 . The sequence  
. Since (iii) holds  
 for every  . Hence
 and (ii) Gis
has a cluster point , but clearly
satisfied.

R

S
R
S)"
S
S S"
 k Z  N Z    "  " Z   " Z  
3 9F d$"
h9
'3  \ S
3
3m9  "
3m9 + =. c

'3 

Countable filter bases enjoying property (iii) in proposition 2.4 above are called in [5,
Definition 1] relatively countably compact.
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Definition 2. Let be a topological space, a filter in and a filter base.
is said to be countably compactoid in if for every countable based filter
(i)
that meets ,
see [8];
(ii) the sequential cluster set for is defined as
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y is cluster point of some sequence
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see [5, 9];
(iii) we say that the filter base is countably compactoid when the filter
by is countably compactoid.
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We refer to [5, Main Lemma] for the proof of the lemma below.
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Lemma 1. Let be a topological space and a countable filter base in . The following
statements are equivalent:
(i) for every sequence 
the set  

is countably  compact;
(ii) every sequence eventually in has a cluster point in and
is countably
compact.
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Kind of counterpart to theorem 2.1 but with the countable notions is the result that
follows. The assumption we impose on is not very restrictive —see the applications in
the subsequent sections— when compared, for instance, with the advantages of checking
that a countable filter base is compactoid provided (iv) below holds.





Theorem 2.5. Let be a topological space in which relatively countably compact sets are
relatively compact. If is a countable filter base in , then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) there is a non-empty compact subset
of such that
in ;


(ii) for every countable open cover     of , there exists a finite subset of 
 ;
and
such that   
(iii) is countably compactoid in ;
(iv) every
sequence  
has a cluster point in ; 

(v)
is non-empty countably compact and
in ;
(vi) is compactoid in .
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Proof. (i) (ii) is obvious. (ii) (iii) (iv) is proposition 2.4. Let us prove (iv) (v). Take
 
. If (iv) holds then the set  

is relatively countably compact. Indeed,
given a sequence    in  
 , then the set 

   for some  
is either finite or infinite. In the first case    has a subsequence that is constant, hence
convergent. In the second case there are sequences of positive integers
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such that 
  , for every
 . Thus  
   has
a cluster point in , which says that 


is relatively countably compact. The
hypothesis
implies that  

is compact  and then lemma 1 applies to say
 on
that
is countably compact. The proof of
, that finishes the implication
(iv) (v), is similar to the last part of the proof in corollary 2.2. (v) (i) is clear because
which is compact.
The implications (i) (vi) and (vi) (iii), that finish the proof, are, respectively, the
G
implication (i) (vi) and a particular case of (vi) (iv) in theorem 2.1.
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The hypothesis on , in the theorem above, are satisfied in Dieudonné-complete spaces
and also in angelic spaces. A topological space is angelic– Fremlin –if every relatively
countably compact subset  of is relatively compact and its closure  is made up of
the limits of sequences from  . Examples of angelic spaces include: spaces with coarser
metrizable topologies, spaces
for compact, all Banach spaces with their
weak topologies, etc., [12].
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Recall that a usco map (

is said to be minimal if (


valued map
/
is usco and +
( +
for every +
Zorn’s lemma every usco map contains a minimal usco map.
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whenever the multi. As an application of

Theorem 3.1. Let
and be topological spaces, regular. For every
a neighbourhood base for + in . Let be a dense subset of
and 
multi-valued map satisfying
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is a usco multi-valued map and

) X
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for every +



The map ( is “minimum” with respect to all usco maps from
erty (9). Moreover,
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to




(9)
which have prop-

(i) if  is usco on , then  + 3( + for every +
;
(ii) if  is minimal usco on , then ( is minimal usco on ;
(iii) if  is single-valued and continuous, then ( is minimal usco and
for every +
.
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In particular, when  is first countable and 
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is such that relatively countably compact
subsets are relatively compact, condition (8) is satisfied if the following condition holds:
for every sequence
compact in
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for every 9Q , where the latter inclusion holds since c is usco.
Let us prove now (i), (ii) and (iii). If is usco on  , then
*miU> ),+FdDp@( + 9 GX )   for every D9 
So ) *
 for every o9Y and (i) is established.
now that is minimal
 usco withAssume
usco on  and suppose that there is c (L
c!  X  for all 9  .
For each k9k we have c! QX ) l*
 after (i). Since is minimal usco on
 we obtain c! *
$* )  for all Y9h . The minimality of with respect to
the usco maps satisfying (9) applies now to get
 XUc!  for all Y9q . Therefore
*hc!  for all 9Q and (ii) follows. It is clear that (iii) is a particular case of (ii).
Let us prove the last part of the theorem. Fix
a countable neighbourhood base
for every f9  . We prove that if condition (10) holds then condition (8) holds for
these countable bases
. Since relatively countably compact subsets in  are relatively
compact, it suffices to prove that > ),+ dq G 1 . 
is countably compactoid for every
q9  after theorem 2.5. Take '3  \ > ),+hd  G 1 .  . We can and do assume that
is written as a decreasing sequence +: D +
DZ   D +  D    There are positive


integers 
         such that
3 9 ),+  dD for       * 5 

Proof. For each +
, the set ( +
 ,+
@+ , - is compact non-empty in
1   is compactoid. Let us show that ( is upper semi-continuous.
because  ,+
1   is
Take an open set
in
with ( +
. Since the filter base  ,+
,.- such that  ,+
. Therefore,
compactoid and is regular, there exists +
we have ( ,+
 ,+
and thus ( is usco.
The inclusions in (9) are clearly satisfied. The fact that ( is “minimum” with respect to
all usco maps which have property (9) is pretty simple too: assume that

is
usco, with  +
+
for +
. Then
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We choose now
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9 +  Dd 



 

  * 5 
lives in  and converges in  , so >@3  (,E @G;X  1 
with

3 9 ) 







+ 



for 





 



Clearly +   
relatively compact and therefore our proof is concluded.

)  G is

 

+ 

Remark 2. In the conditions of theorem 3.1, if  satisfies (8) then,

?Xh
In particular, when 
for any set 

 )>  is relatively compact in  (11)
is first countable and  has relatively countably compact subsets
relatively compact in



which are relatively compact, conditions (8), (11) and (10) for  are equivalent.

kXY


8B9 :
'3 AMA .

'3 464 .57

Proof. Assume that (8) holds and let 
be relatively compact in . Take a net
in  > . Choose +
in  such that
 +
for all
. Since  is relatively
 converging to a point +
compact in , the net +
has a subnet +
. Since

 has cluster points.
1   , theorem 2.1 says that the net
 ,+
Hence,
has also cluster points and  > is relatively compact. Therefore we have
proved (8) (11). The implication (11) (10) clearly holds without extra assumptions, and
the last part of theorem 3.1 contains the proof for (10) (8) when is first countable and
G
relatively countably compact subsets of are relatively compact.

) 
4 64 .57

464 .57
'3AMA . \ > ) ,d   G . G
'354M64 .57

3549 ) 4b
A MA .
) 

9 






f(p


'3H464 .57

The first part of the remark above strengthens Theorem 2.1 in [26] where it was proved
that a subcontinuous multi-valued map 

has the property that if
is compact then 
is relatively compact in
–  is subcontinuous if, and only if,
whenever +
is a convergent net in
and
is a net in with
 +

464 .57

) 


X 
J
354 9 ) 4
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'35464 .57

 *[

m(

then
has a convergent subnet. For
and 
#
equivalent to  being subcontinuous, see [8, Propostion 5.4].





the condition (8) is

 / p9  ,(  D9;  is. called a selector for the multi-valued
Corollary 3.2. Let  and  be topological spaces,  regular. Then the following statements are equivalent:
 has a selector m(/ j such that the set of
(i) every usco map f(/
points of continuity of is dense in  ;
 has a selector (H  such that   (  
(ii) every usco map h(H
is continuous for some dense set mXq ;
Recall that a single-valued map 
map (

if  +
( +
for every +

Y(1

(

)





(

#





(iii) every minimal usco map is single-valued on a dense set.



Proof. The implication (i) (ii) simply reminds us that if is a set of points of global
continuity for  then the restriction  
is continuous at each point of .
Let us see how (ii) (iii). Let

be minimal usco. Let 
be a
selector for , and the dense subset given in (ii). Since  is a selector of a usco map,
1   is compactoid. So we
it follows that for every +
the filter base 2 ,+
can apply theorem 3.1 to  
and obtain (
/

minimal usco satisfying
condition (9), that is,
2 +
( +
for every +
(12)
Since ( is “minimum” with respect to all usco map satisfying (12) and  is a selector for
we obtain that ( +
+
for every +
. Hence ( +
+
for all +
,
because of the minimality of . On the other hand ( +
2 +
for +
after (iii) in
theorem 3.1 and so is single-valued on .
To finish we prove (iii) (i). Let (

be usco and let

be a
minimal usco map such that +
( +
for every +
. By hypothesis, is singlevalued on a dense subset of . Now define 
as

2



^(L O
2 (



Y( 



> / ,d  G . 
?( 

9
2
h9o
#* 2! 
h9Y
p*k> /  G 9 
2



J(a
2 (=
2! `X 
9^
2
 
(1 O
only point in 2! 
if 9 
/ )( * the
an arbitrary point in 2!  if 9Q  
G
Then is a selector for that is continuous at each point of  .
Definition 3. A completely regular topological space  is said to be in Stegall class
 is a minimal usco map, there exists a
if whenever  is a Baire space and [(
residual subset  of  such that
 is a singleton for every D9  .
,9h
F(  
> /  G`X
!X[2! 
2

+

 +

+

+



+

(



(

(



+

+

For a good compendium about Stegall classes we refer the interested reader to [11].
We know that the result below, that directly follows from corollary 3.2, is known and
easy. However it is difficult to find a published reference for it –see hand written lecture
notes [22].



Corollary 3.3. For a completely regular topological space the following statement are
equivalent:
(i)
belongs to ;
(ii) for every Baire space
and every usco map (
)
there is a selector

which is continuous at each point of a dense  subset of .
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FEW REMARKS ABOUT


R





- ANALYTIC SPACES

We shall start this section by recalling some definitions from descriptive set theory. 
denotes the space of sequences of positive integers endowed with its product topology and
/ 5 is the set of finite sequences of positive integers. Given   and  , we write


     / 5 . A subset  of is said to be analytic if there is a continuous
onto map

 . The subset  of is called -analytic (resp. -countably

n*U 
k(

9





9



n9



11

determined) if there is an upper semi-continuous map ( from 
(resp. a subset of  ) to
the family of compact subsets of such that 
 (  . A good reference for analytic
and -analytic spaces is [15]. A Banach space that is -analytic for its weak topology
will be referred as weakly -analytic, see [28].



,*  /







All the results below about -analytic spaces remain true when the term -analytic
spaces is replaced by -countably determined spaces and analytic spaces are then replaced
by images of separable metrizable spaces. Nonetheless, we stick to the concept of analyticity throughout this section.








The following easy and useful consequence of proposition 2.3 is pointed out in [28,
Theorem 2.1], with a different proof.

 and  be two topologies on  such that  coincides with  on all
N is -analytic, then 1 is -analytic.
 such that
Proof. Since N is -analytic then there is a  -usco map
(
 *  / . Given  9  fix a countable base of neighbourhoods of  in  .
The map will be upper  -semi-continuous if, and only if,
T / in 1 forG
every  
9  . Thus,  1 is -analytic after proposition 2.3.
Next corollary, for the particular case of  1 being metric, is the Lemma in [14] –
Corollary 4.1. Let
-compact sets. If







(



(



,

(

(

,

(



read the comments therein– that is the key to easily prove the existence of Čech-analytic
-countably determined spaces which are not -analytic.








Corollary 4.2. Let  be a -analytic space, a subset of  , and let  be a map from
onto a regular topological space  in which relatively countably compact subsets are
relatively compact. Assume  satisfies the following condition:

 1



if a sequence
point in
Then

1

1

is


 

in





has a cluster point in 

-analytic.

(

then

!

/  N






has a cluster

(13)

*  /
q( 

a usco map with 

 . Consider the set




and set
in  . Define 
/
by  



,
. is a first countable space, the relatively countably compact subsets
of  are relatively compact, and  satisfies (10) in theorem 3.1. Indeed, if    in
converges to  in then




 ) / ( *
 ( *?> 9 ( / dQJ*m
?
e gLG
O( * 
/ /@d # 9  
 1
 



) a* /  dQ#a* /   dQ# 
because 
 d; is relatively compact in  and satisfies (13). Thus, theorem 3.1
applies to produce a  -usco map
 with )/)X / for every  9 
Y(1
(14)
Then,  *  
.  / and since  is Polish,  is the continuous image of  andG
consequently  1 is -analytic.

Proof. Let us take



































(

/

(



.(



The corollary below gathers Choquet’s Theorem saying that a metrizable -analytic
space is analytic, see [7] and Talagrand’s improvement saying that a -analytic space with
a coarser metrizable topology is analytic, see [27].




N

Corollary 4.3. Let
be a regular topological space. The following statements are
equivalent:
(i)
is analytic;
(ii)
is -analytic and there is a metric on whose topology is coarser than ;
(iii)
is -analytic and there is a metric on metrizing all compact subsets of .
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Proof. The implication (i) (ii) goes as follows: if is analytic there is a sequence   
of continuous functions on which separates the points (i.e. if +
in , then there is
a
 such that   +
 
), [15, Theorem 5.5.1]. Thus the topology associated to
the obvious metric

9
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o*?
e 3

'3 

+ N3 )( *
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'3   N3n9D
'3 

 







+

 

is coarser than and therefore (ii) holds. The implication (ii) (iii) is clear. Let us prove
(iii) (i). If is -analytic and the compact subsets of are -metrizable then the space topology
associated
to by the rules in (6) is finer than the topology associated

/ 2  5 be usco
to . Moreover,
is -analytic after corollary 4.1. Let (


  (  . Given   and  set
such that
 


in  such that












N 
K*  . /
9
W ( *?> (







(

n9



!* GH
 L is separable, since it is Lindelöf. Let > ( K9 G be a dense subset of  L .
Define
:  2  2    2  ( *YH   d dn H     
where H  1 stands for the  -closed ball in  of centre and radius
. Define



h*?>L p9 )  ( *  and MW dQ:  2    2 *h
e g  9 GH

is a closed, hence Polish,
subset of 
) . Given  B9 observe that there is a

unique point ;*$(  )9D such that
MW  dQ:  Dm  0 D MW dQ:  2    2   D,  HT > G

in N  . This decreasing sequence is compactoid in N  due to the fact that is usco,
and it has a unique cluster point because
the  -diameter of the sets tends to zero. The map
n( O so defined is onto and   -continuous. Therefore N   is analytic. Being thisG
so, the space N is also analytic and we are done.
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As said in the introduction the question whether a -analytic space with metrizable
compacta has to be analytic is known to be undecidable, see [13]. It is also shown in [25]
 space with separable
that it is undecidable whether a closed linear subspace of an
 are
weakly compact subsets is itself separable. Observe: a) closed linear subspaces of
weakly -analytic, [28]; b) separable weakly compact sets of weakly -analytic spaces
are weakly metrizable, [28]; c) separable Banach spaces are weakly analytic.










The assumption required for the function  in (13) appears quite naturally. It has been
used in [14], to be precise in the Lemma and Proposition 2 of this paper that led to one of
the main results there. Condition (13) appears also in different, non trivial, situations in the
papers [3, Proposition 2] and [6, Lema 5.5].

  
3^9q


3 '3 B* `3 



Let
be a Banach space. A subset of the unit sphere  is called a boundary
if for any
, there is
such that
. A simple example of boundary is provided by the set + 
 of extreme points of  . Nonetheless, there are
boundaries disjoint from the set of extreme points. If is compact then the set of Dirac
measures    
is a boundary for
when endowed with its supremum norm
. If


/

5
, denote by
the topology defined on
by the pointwise

1
convergence on . The lemma below has been proved in [3, Lemma 1] and [6, Lemma
5.7].

>



( n9


YXm

Lemma 2. Let
is a sequence in
every 
 .

9

3 9F
` @



G
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mX 

be a compact space and
 / 
and +
, then there exists 




^9



`



5



a boundary for
such that   +

9^

Now, we can improve a result by Talagrand, see [28, Theorem 3.4].

 . If 
*
 , for
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Corollary 4.4. Let be a compact space. The following statement are equivalent:
 /  5  the space
is -analytic;
(i) For every boundary
(ii) There is a boundary
 /  5  for which
is -analytic;
(iii)
is -analytic;
(iv)
is weakly -analytic.

qXo
qXo



M







 N  N


M
M

 N MaN
 N MaN













Proof. The implications (i) (ii) and (iv) (i) are obvious. The implication (ii) (iii) follows from corollary 4.2: take 
,
and  the
identity map; in the angelic space the relatively countably compact sets are relatively
compact, [12, Theorem 3.7], and  satisfies condition (13) after lemma 2. The implication
(iii) (iv) appears in [28, Theorem 3.4] but we reproduce it for the sake of completeness
and because we have all the ingredients here. Assume (iii) holds. Statement (iv) will hold
if  /  5
is -analytic. By assumption  /  5
is -analytic (as closed subspace of a -analytic space) and
and have the same compact sets in  /  5 , see
Grothendieck’s theorem [12, Theorem 4.2]. Corollary 4.1 applies to say that  /  5 G
is -analytic then.

U*Kf* M




N% 

 N MaN f* M
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In the same vein we have the following (maybe known) consequence of corollary 4.2.
For a completely regular topological space
we write
to denote its Hewitt realcompactification (repletion), see [10, Section 3.11].





M '  N ' N
M '  N ' N
M    N    N is
<
Proof. The restriction map from M    N    N onto M '  N ' N is a continuous bijection. So if M    N    N is -analytic then M '  N ' N is -analytic.

Conversely, assume that M '  N ' N is -analytic. Let be the map sending each

o 9Y  '  to its unique extension 9o    . Given
 in '  and
  , fora sequence
9  there is k9m such that  n*
every K9 , [12, Theorem
4.6(1)]. On the other hand M
  N   N is an angelic space because the restriction
<
map is a continuous bijection and M '  N ' N is angelic: use the angelic lemma
[12, Lemma 3.1]. The -analyticity of M    N   N follows now from corollary 4.2:
G

take ,*hK* M '  N ' N ,  * M    N    N and ;* .
Corollary 4.5. Let be a completely regular topological space such that
is angelic. The space
is -analytic if, and only if,
-analytic.












 



+
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+
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We stress again that the results in this section, in particular corollary 4.5, remain true
when K-analytic spaces are replaced by K-countably determined. Recall that for a Kcountably determined space , the space
is also angelic, [23]. We refer
the reader [1, Chapter IV. Section 9] for useful links between Hewitt real-compactification
and -countably determined function spaces.
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In what
 
product


MAPS DEFINED ON PRODUCT OF DIRECTED SETS






is a sequence of directed sets. We consider the cartesian
directed by , where

  if, and only if,


 for every 


*  





9 p


Each   is also consider
as a topological space with its discrete topology and then the
 is their topological product.
 
product

Corollary 5.1. Let

 . be a sequence of directed sets and ( * . . Let 

be a regular topological space in which relatively countably compact subsets are relatively
 be a multi-valued map with the properties:
compact and let (


(i) for every   9
the set )/ is
 relatively compact;
(ii) )/)X )  whenever  
in .


Then, there exists a usco map Y(
satisfying )/ X
/ for every  in .
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Proof. We apply theorem 3.1 for
. Observe first that is a metric space,
hence first-countable. To apply theorem 3.1 we simply need to verify that condition (10) is


satisfied. We prove that for any compact subset of the set 
is relatively
compact
 . The set

 the  -th projection 
in . Indeed,
for each 
 we consider

 is finite. Then there is 
 such that 

 , for every 

.


  , we have 
If we write
for
every

.
Consequently,
condition
(ii)

applies to get 

and then condition (i) says that 
is relatively compact.
G
As said before the rest of the proof can be now entrusted to theorem 3.1.
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*

Corollary 5.1 extends Corollary 1.1 in [2] for
 . We finish the section, and the
paper, with two more results: the first application that follows, corollary 5.2, offers an alternative proof of a classical result by Dieudonné, see [20, 27.1.(5)]; our final application,
corollary 5.3, gives a simpler proof of one of the main results in [4] and [18].



Corollary 5.2 (Dieudonné). Every Fréchet-Montel locally convex space is separable.



MW 
Z*  
) /

Proof. Let be a Fréchet-Montel space. Let   be a base of absolutely convex neigh  in 
bourhoods of the origin in . For every 
we define the bounded set

 . Since

 
is Montel each   is relatively compact. The equality


   is clear. For 
in 
we have  

. The hypothesis in
corollary 5.1 are fulfilled and then there is a usco map (


with  
(  G ,
  . Thus is K-analytic, then Lindelöf and metrizable, consequently separable.



) / ( * +  W
 *  ) /
9




) /X )  
?(

) / X

/

$

We write  to denote the cardinal of the set  . Recall that the weight
of a
topological space is the minimal cardinality of a base for the topology of . Given a
locally convex space and 
, 
stands for the absolute polar of  with
respect to the dual pair
. The absolutely convex hull of  is denoted by > .





XJ  XJ"
 !$"O

 
Corollary 5.3. Let  N  be a sequence of locally convex spaces. Let  be a precompact
subset in the inductive limit !N *
 N  and let S be a base of absolutely
convex neighbourhoods of the origin in  N  for * 5 
Then
$  S
Proof. Assume first  is compact. Write K*
S . We will prove that there is a set
with  and a continuous injection (
for the moment that
4   , see [10,. Suppose
has been constructed. Then since $
Theorem 2.3.13], and is a
homeomorphism from  onto  , we have $  and the proof is finished.
The construction of uses corollary 5.1. Let us define the seminorm  on " given by
 " p( * > "   (D9 GH for " 9; "

We consider the quotient space f( *?$" ! H , endowed with its canonical norm " de

fined by "= " #! HN)( * "P , " 9;" . We write ^(5" V" ! H for the canon
ical
quotient map. For each h9  take
( *KS directed by inclusion downwards and
*  . directed by the product order. For ^*kMW  in we set W ( *   W  .
.  is a base of neighbourhoods of the origin in !N , [20, 19.1]. Thus
The family > W G 
.  is a fundamental family of equicontinuous sets in
the family of absolute polars > W G 
" . In particular, $"*  .  W  and each W  is compact for the topology
 $&% on " of
 on the precompact subsets of !N , see [20, 21.6.(3)]. Observe
uniform convergence

 XhW '  . Now, we define the multi-valued map F(

also that if 
in then W


by )/n( *(aMW  , U9
. The
map satisfies conditions (i) and (ii)  in corollary 5.1
 usco with )/ nX / , U9 . In particular,
and then we can produce f(
U
*  .  / . On the other hand, we know that #  ) , see [10, Theorem 2.3.13],
what implies —together with the fact that is onto and usco— that every open cover of
 has a sub-cover of cardinality at most  , see [4, Proposition 2.1]. This implies that
the normed space  contains a dense subset * of at most  elements, see [10, Theorem
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4.1.15] and also [4, Proposition 2.1]. Fix a subset of
with 
and such that


 $ +
+
. It is routine to prove that the map

given by

 
+
is a continuous injection.
G
The general case
precompact is reduced to the case already proved,
compact,
.
dealing with the completion of

* [
* > " )! HB( "a9 $G
 a* "  N .
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